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What is the best font for my small business website? Does your brand resonate with your intended audience?
No matter how well your brand identity supports your business strategies, or how consistent it is, if it fails to
connect with your audience, then your brand identity is not doing its job. Poor design, ineffective marketing,
inconsistent messaging, and bad partnerships can all tarnish a brand. In fact, brand image is how customers
and prospective customers perceive your brand and your products and services. They have a built-in customer
base that purchases millions of trips per year. When are they buying? A modern brand also requires
considering the following: what is the point of differentiation, what is strong about the brand, what is positive
about the brand, and what is unique. Need to know where customers go after they leave your site? Set one up
for yourself and get easy access to the water cooler gossip on your business. Budweiser's continual positioning
of their product is a classic example of staying current and modern. This was partly a function of a more
professionalized design community that embraced modernist aesthetics executed with quasi-industrial rigor.
We united the previously fragmented Kohana system under a consistent color palette and messaging platform
and extended the language across the full spectrum of brand packaging to reinforce recognition in different
parts of the store. Fonts for a business logo, for example, should work to be traditional and clean. Is your
shopping cart on your site hindering or helping customers complete their orders? Creating or reproducing
multicolor gradations or complex effects is no problem in the digital environment, observes Bill Gardner, the
president of Gardner Design in Wichita. When we started out 10 years ago, we asked only a limited number of
questions to help a customer draft a creative brief if they were looking for design help. If you analyze what
they say they sell, not just their product or service characteristics, you can learn a great deal about how
companies distinguish themselves from competitors. The key to success is to maintain consistency in the
message or else change whichever message is weakest so that it is consistent. What is a user persona? A
negative customer service experience has a huge reach and travels to more than twice as many people as does
praise for a positive service encounter. BMW had a lot of associations including a German car, an expensive
car and a car driven by baby boomers. Every persona should have at least the following information: First
name â€” You can provide the last name, but usually a first name is sufficient. But simplicity alone is not the
answer. Critical drivers for new brand packaging. Location â€” Where does this person live? Very subtle little
changes are made from point to point and they are barely noticed. Pick a set of metrics that are important to
you and measure the data based on those metrics. Every decision your company makes and every action that it
takes affects the brand. You also must evaluate your competitors to understand where your company is
positioned in your industry. Do your existing brand identity and marketing properly communicate your core
identity? There are some important branding terms you should understand. You may want your customers and
prospects to see your brand as innovative, fresh, and socially conscious. It would not be in your best interest to
cultivate a brand that appears affluent or expensive. Oldsmobile was known as a car that was always
associated with dad or father. The brand's equity must be actively managed from the very beginning. For
example, Charles Revson, founder of Revlon, always used to say he sold hope, not makeup. Instead, listen to
your customers.


